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LESSON FOCUS/GOALS:

GRADE: DATE:

LESSON #

SUBJECT:

TOPIC:

MATERIALS NEEDED:

STRUCTURE/ACTIVITIES:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Gardening & Farming

3 - 5 Science, Math, English

Plants & Ecosystems

understanding how plants influence the

ecosystem

Plant Life cycle and water cycle

practical use of math in the outside world

Reflection writing practice

Practicing observations and hypothesizing

Writing, listening

Understand the phases of how plants grow

Understand the water cycle and how different

areas get more/less

Identify why plants grow in different climates 

asking questions

Being able to reflect on their learning

Graphing perimeter and area

Understanding where their favourite food comes

from

Potting Soil, Peat Pots, Seeds, Water,

Pencil/pen, Labels for your plants, tray

Please see handout for detailed instruction

What do we know about plants?

what plants can we eat?

what plants do you grow in your garden?

This module is intended to be used over the course of a week. Though not all classes will move through

each step at the same rate, please adapt the timeline as needed. This module can also be added and

adapted to suit the grade level you are teaching at.

**Before beginning the module please assemble the student workbook that accompanies this lesson**

Step 1: class discussion with guided questions



What type of plants grow here? why do we think that these plants grow here?

hypothesize what happens as plants grow

Use the plant life cycle worksheet located in this module

Watch the photosynthesis video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPBMG5EYydo

Watch the water cycle video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5gFI3pMvoI

have the students draw their own water cycle and photosynthesis drawings

Class discussion of the types of plants that grow in rainforest, desert etc. climates

use the teacher planting guide sheet to set all student stations up

research the seeds you will be using - how far do they need to be planted apart, calculate the

seeds you will need for each pot

consider where your plants need to be in the classroom to get their nutrients

have the students plant their seeds, water them and leave them on a tray to catch any excess

water

Have students document the growth and changes of their plants on a weekly/bi-monthly basis

depending how long your seeds will take to grow

Have students document how they take care of the plants. do they need to be moved to receive

more sunlight, watered more, covered in a mini greenhouse etc.

As a class look at other types of plants (cactus etc.) and why they don't need as much

water/sunlight/shade etc. (Rainforest, desert etc.)

compare what you can grow in your climate to another climate

Transplant your plants to a community garden/school garden if you have one or take them

home.

guided questions: how can these plants help the community/school/classroom?

do a think, pair, share with small groups for 5-10 minutes depending on grade level. 

what did the students find interesting, what was something they didn't know and what is

something that they want to know more about.

Step 2: Plant growth in your area

Step 3: Creating your classroom/community garden

Step 4: Journal Reflections

Step 5: Re-plant

Step 6: Discuss what the students learned


